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Abstract

Frontal midline theta rhythm (Fm theta), recognized as distinct theta activity on EEG in the frontal midline area, reflects mental
concentration as well as meditative state or relief from anxiety. Attentional network in anterior frontal lobes including anterior cingulate
cortex is suspected to be the generator of this activity, and the regulative function of the frontal neural network over autonomic nervous
system (ANS) during cognitive process is suggested. However no studies have examined peripheral autonomic activities during Fm theta
induction, and interaction of central and peripheral mechanism associated with Fm theta remains unclear. In the present study, a standard
procedure of Zen meditation requiring sustained attention and breath control was employed as the task to provoke Fm theta, and
simultaneous EEG and ECG recordings were performed. For the subjects in which Fm theta activities were provoked (six men, six
women, 48% of the total subjects), peripheral autonomic activities were evaluated during the appearance of Fm theta as well as during
control periods. Successive inter-beat intervals were measured from the ECG, and a recently developed method of analysis by Toichi et al.
(J. Auton. Nerv. Syst. 62 (1997) 79–84) based on heart rate variability was used to assess cardiac sympathetic and parasympathetic
functions separately. Both sympathetic and parasympathetic indices were increased during the appearance of Fm theta compared with
control periods. Theta band activities in the frontal area were correlated negatively with sympathetic activation. The results suggest a close
relationship between cardiac autonomic function and activity of medial frontal neural circuitry.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction strength as tasks become more difficult [18–20,22,56]. In
contrast, high-amplitude theta rhythm over the frontal

Since Hans Berger [2] reported a decrease in the lobes was noted to appear during mental tasks, and many
amplitude of the alpha rhythm during the performance of studies have shown that the frontal midline theta rhythm
mental arithmetic, it has been shown that task-related (Fm theta) is related to attentive states that occur both
modulation of the ongoing EEG reflects changes in the during mental task performance and meditative concen-
state of the functional networks underlying task perform- tration [5,17–20,22,24–27,35,42,51,54,55,66, for review,
ance [3,33,36]. The alpha rhythm tends to decrease in see 23].

Gevins et al. [17], reporting the increase of Fm theta
rhythm during working memory tasks, localized the signal*Corresponding author. Tel.: 181-75-751-3383; fax: 181-75-751-
source to the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) using dipolar3246.
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studies [1,28], also produced results consistent with their (HRV) analysis, which allows separate assessment of
findings. Lesion studies of the ACC in humans revealed cardiac sympathetic and parasympathetic functions [60].
attentional deficits [9,10,15,29,62] and recent neuroimag-
ing studies revealed changes in ACC activation when
subjects were required to sustain attention or to process 2. Materials and methods
representations in working memory [8,11,21,39–41,47,
49,52,53,63, for review, see 48]. Based on these findings, it 2.1. Subjects
can be speculated that Fm theta reflects activation of
attentional /working memory systems in prefrontal neural Twenty-five healthy young subjects (11 males and 14
circuitry, including the ACC. females, aged 18–34 years, mean 23.1) were recruited

The human ACC is a region involved in both cognitive from among undergraduate students. They were all free
and affective processes [for review, see 7,16,34]. Animal from cardiac, respiratory, and other diseases that would
studies showed that changes of heart rate and blood cause ANS dysfunction. No subject was medicated and
pressure were caused by electrical or chemical stimulation none was a smoker or habitual drinker. Informed consent
of the ACC [12,13,31,38]. Electrical stimulation of the was obtained from all of them in written form after the
human ACC was noted to induce autonomic changes experimental procedures had been fully explained.
[32,50], and also to elicit a 3–8 Hz EEG rhythm in
frontomedial recordings [4,59]. Recently, it was suggested 2.2. Collection of data
that ACC was differentiated into a dorsal cognitive divi-
sion (ACcd) and a ventral affective division (ACad) on the EEG and ECG were recorded simultaneously under
basis of cytoarchitecture and patterns of projections as well control and mental task conditions. EEGs were recorded
as function [for review, see 7,16,64]. The ACcd is a part from 19 electrodes in the International 10–20 System, and
attentional network, and maintains reciprocal interconnec- digitized EEG signals (sampling frequency: 200 Hz) were
tions with lateral prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, and stored for offline analysis using an NEC digital en-
premotor and supplementary motor areas [16]. By contrast, cephalograph (SYNAFIT 5000). The electrodes in right
the ACad is connected to the amygdala, periaqueductal hemisphere and Fz, Cz, Pz were referred to the right
gray, nucleus accumbens, hypothalamus, anterior insula, earlobe and electrodes in left hemisphere were referred to
hippocampus and orbitofrontal cortex, and has outflow to the left earlobe. This reference pattern is usually adopted in
autonomic, viceromotor and endocrine systems [16]. In our laboratory in order to detect unpredictable electrical
addition, ACC is frequently activated in functional imag- activity from either earlobe. As a result, any right- or left
ing studies of cognitive or affective processes, and re- focused activities were not observed in all the subjects, and
ciprocal suppression of ACad during cognitive process and the subsequent analyses were performed based on this
that of ACcd during affective process were reported reference pattern. The ECG signal (Lead 1) was fed
[6,14,64]. Based on these findings, it can be safely through an analog-to-digital converter into a microcom-
hypothesized that the task-related frontal theta rhythms, puter, and the inter-beat interval (IBI) was measured with
which reflect the activity of the attentional network includ- an accuracy of 1 ms, triggered by the R wave.
ing ACC, might have interrelation with the peripheral
autonomic activities. 2.3. Procedure

Therefore, we wished to investigate the relationship
between the theta signals over the anterior frontal lobes The subject, with arm and scalp electrodes attached, was
and the peripheral autonomic activities under certain states seated in an armchair with his or her eyes open in a quiet,
of concentration during consecutive mental tasks. It is also electrically shielded room.
known that Fm theta activity is provoked when the
subjects are relieved from anxiety [43,57,58]. Thus, we 2.3.1. Control condition
suspected that concentrated but at the same time relaxed Subjects were instructed to breathe harmoniously to the
mental state would optimally provoke Fm theta activities. cue-sounds of an electrical metronome for 2.5 min. The
In the present study, we used a unique meditative con- respiratory rhythm was fixed at the rate of 16/min for male
centration task with a constant level of moderate mental and 18/min for female subjects.
effort, so as to provoke theta activity for a certain period
during task performance. The task is called ‘Su-soku’, 2.3.2. Fm theta condition under the performance of
originally a standard procedure for Zen meditation, requir- ‘Su-soku’ task
ing sustained attention and breath control. The autonomic Keeping their respiration rate as described above, the
activity during the generation of Fm theta was compared subjects performed the continuous serial addition of cue-
with that under control conditions for the same subject. To sounds for 2.5 min. Namely, they counted each inspiratory
evaluate the function of the autonomic nervous system and expiratory breath rhythmically. This procedure, called
(ANS), we used a recently developed heart rate variability ‘Su-soku’, is a standard method for the initial stage of Zen
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meditation. The ‘Su-soku’ task in the present study can be of Fz-theta and occipital alpha component was averaged
regarded as a kind of mental task requiring sustained across ten segments to provide the final mean value of
attention: it required the subject to count serially up to each spectral band.
about 300 at a relatively slow rate. Task performance The CAF was evaluated using a geometric method of
might deteriorate because of inattention due to drowsiness, analyzing HRV, which can assess sympathetic and para-
which was checked by asking the subjects the number they sympathetic function, separately, based on short-term
had counted. The respiration rate during the task was kept measurement of IBI. Briefly, the sequence of IBI (IBI1,
constant, which minimized the possibility of hyperventila- IBI2, 2, IBIn) was transformed into a figure on a 2-
tion, which might have influenced both EEG and ANS dimensional plane by plotting IBIk11 against IBIk, and
function. indices of CAF were calculated from the graphic com-

After recording under the control conditions, continuous ponents of the plot. The methods are described in detail
recording was carried out during five successive trials of elsewhere [60,61]. The indices obtained by this method,
the ‘Su-soku’ task. This was repeated twice for each the cardiac vagal index (CVI) and the cardiac sympathetic
subject (ten trials in total). The criteria of Fm theta were; a index (CSI), indicate vagal and sympathetic function
train of rhythmic waves, observed at a frequency of 6–7 separately. These two indices were demonstrated to be
Hz, having a focal distribution with maximum around the more reliable than conventional measures, including spec-
frontal midline in the EEG [25,27]. Based on the criteria, tral analysis.
subjects with Fm theta induction was selected on the
condition that Fm theta was observed at least in one of
total ten trials, This procedure led us to choose 12 (48%)
of the total 25 subjects (six males and six females, with 3. Results
mean age of 24.3 years). In each subject, the trial (150 s)
with Fm theta induction was chosen for subsequent data 3.1. The change of the mean value of theta and alpha
analysis. In nine subjects, Fm theta was observed during power
only one trial. In three subjects Fm theta appeared across
more than one trial, so the trial with most frequent Compared to the control conditions, the mean value of
appearance of Fm theta was selected. theta power in the Fz electrode showed a remarkable

increase under the Fm theta conditions (t(11)56.14, P,

2.4. Data analysis 0.001, paired t-test, two-tailed) (Fig. 1). This change
reflected the appearance of a frontal midline theta rhythm

For the Fm theta condition, 100 successive IBIs (70–90 during the ‘Su-soku’ task. Occipital alpha power did not
s), which corresponded to the period of recurrent Fm theta show any significant difference under the control con-
appearance, were selected for the evaluation of cardiac ditions compared to the Fm theta conditions (t(11)50.68,
autonomic function (CAF). Within the same period, digit- not significant versus control, paired t-test, two-tailed). An
ized signals of the EEG (sampling rate 200 Hz, band-pass
1.5–100 Hz) were sampled for epoch of 1.28 s, which was
repeated until ten epochs without any artifacts were
obtained. From the record under the resting condition, the
data of the duration of 100 successive IBIs were selected
for the evaluation of CAF. EEG signal sampling was also
performed in the same way within the same period.

The appearance of theta rhythm in the Fz electrode was
quantitatively evaluated using spectral analysis. Alpha
rhythm in the O1 and O2 electrode was also evaluated so
as to detect the decline of vigilance. EEG data were
uploaded to a microcomputer and digitally filtered to 256
points per segment (1.28 s). The spectral densities of theta
(4.0–8.0 Hz) and alpha (8.0–12.0 Hz) waves were calcu-
lated by using computer program for EEG mapping
‘ATALAS’ (Kissei Comtec). The following procedures of
spectral analysis were performed by the software. First, a
Hanning window was applied to each 256-point segment,
and spectral density was calculated in amplitude (micro V)
using fast Fourier transform (FFT). The amplitude of alpha Fig. 1. Changes in the mean value of theta and alpha power (paired t-test,
component in O1 and that in O2 were averaged to provide two-tailed; asterisk indicates t(11)56.14, P,0.001; NS indicates t50.68,
the amplitude of occipital alpha component. The amplitude not significant versus control. The standard deviation is illustrated).
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example of EEG and topographical map at the appearance
of Fm theta are shown (Fig. 2A,B).

3.2. The mean IBI

The mean IBI under the Fm theta conditions had a
tendency to increase compared to that under the control
conditions, from 886.3 ms (S.D. 33.0) to 924.0 ms (S.D.
47.6) (t(11)52.04, P50.066, not significant versus control,
paired t-test, two-tailed).

3.3. The change of cardiac autonomic activities

Both CSI and CVI showed significant increases under
the Fm theta conditions compared to control conditions
(CSI: t(11)52.89, P,0.05; CVI: t(11)56.39, P,0.001,

Fig. 3. Changes in cardiac sympathetic index (CSI) and cardiac vagal
paired t-test, two-tailed) (Fig. 3). index (CVI) (paired t-test, two-tailed; asterisk indicates t(11)52.89,

P,0.05; double asterisk indicates t(11)56.39, P,0.001. The standard
deviation is illustrated).3.4. The correlation of frontal theta activity with CSI

and CVI
the change of the mean value of theta power in Fz

The change of CSI between the control conditions and (correlation index: 0.72, P,0.05, Peason’s correlation
the Fm theta conditions showed a negative correlation with coefficient test, two-tailed) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. (A) EEG sample taken from actual task period showing typical pattern of Fm theta. (B) EEG topographic map (from A) showing typical peak in
theta band in Fz electrode. The spectral density of delta (1.0–4.0 Hz), theta (4.0–8.0 Hz) alpha1 (8.0–10.0 Hz), alpha2 (10.0–12.0 Hz), beta1 (12.0–14.0
Hz), and beta2 (14.0–16.0 Hz) waves for the period of 1.28 s were calculated in amplitude (micro V) using fast Fourier transform (FFT).
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frontal theta activity showed the tendency to increase mean
IBI under the task load. This can be interpreted as
indicating that with an appropriate level of mental con-
centration for task performance, bodily relaxation also
occurs. This specific state at the periods of Fm theta
appearance during task performance can be called ‘relaxed
concentration’ [35].

The geometric method of analyzing HRV we introduced
in the present study revealed the activity of the cardiac
sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic
nervous system (PNS) during ‘relaxed concentration’. The
present study is, to our knowledge, the first study that
evaluated the activity of the SNS and PNS separately
under the attentive state during consecutive tasks. Both the
SNS and PNS showed a certain level of tension for a

Fig. 4. Correlation between the change of the mean value of theta power relatively short period (70–90 s) marked by frontal theta
in Fz and the change of CSI. Correlation index: 0.72 (P,0.05, Peason’s activities. Co-activation of sympathetic and parasympa-
correlation coefficient test, two-tailed).

thetic function during ‘relaxed concentration’ was related
to the appearance of Fm theta in the cortical EEG, which

4. Discussion appeared to reflect the functional correlates of frontal
neural circuitry, including the ACC: that is, attentional /

Theta signals over the mid-frontal area under the Fm working memory systems and autonomic control in re-
theta conditions were reflected in the distinctive pattern in sponse to cognitive processes.
EEG topographic maps. The theta power was highest in During the period of ‘relaxed concentration’ with Fm
Fz, and it showed a significant increase compared to that in theta, CSI showed negative correlation with the mean
the control state. The restricted distributions of theta value of theta power in Fz. The decrease of CSI can be
signals distinguish them from the more topographically interpreted in terms of the change of mental stress associ-
widespread slow rhythmic activity that has been associated ated with task performance, which became smaller in the
with states of decreased alertness [30]. Occipital alpha course of repeated trials. This tendency appeared to
activities did not show any difference between the Fm correlate with the changes in theta power that reflected the
theta conditions and the control conditions, also indicating frontal neural activities during ‘relaxed concentra-
that the state with frontal theta waves can be distinguished tion’.Recent neuroimaging studies suggested different
from light drowsiness. EEG epochs suggesting a drowsy functioning of dorsal and ventral, i.e. ‘cognitive’ vs.
state, which is characterized by global slow activity, were ‘affective’ subdivisions of the ACC [7,16,64], and re-
found in some of our subjects. These epochs were easily ciprocal suppression of the affective division of ACC
distinguishable from the epochs with frontal theta waves in during cognitive tasks was reported [6,14,65]. This is in
EEG topography, and in such cases the task performance accordance with the present result of negative correlation
was usually deteriorated. of frontal theta power with sympathetic activity during task

The task used in the present study, ‘Su-soku’, can be performance.
regarded as a task requiring sustained attention. The task In the case of CVI, any correlation with theta activities
required the subject to count up to about 300 at a relatively was not observed. As far as the present study is concerned,
slow rate, and does not need any special training to it is not clear why correlation was not observed regarding
perform. In the case of subjects in the present study, Fm CVI. However, taking account of the fact that the cardiac
theta was provoked in 12 of the 25 subjects within the parasympathetic activity changes rapidly compared to the
course of ten trials. Although the task is seemingly simple, cardiac sympathetic activity [44,67], there is a possibility
the effort required to sustain attention appeared to be kept that the lack of correlation with CVI might be due to the
constant in the course of performance, and this effort to ceiling effect, that is, probably CVI reached easily the
maintain a task-related attentional set might be responsible upper limit in great many part of our subjects during
for the induction of Fm theta. ‘relaxed concentration’ with Fm theta induction.

According to the debriefing of our subjects, they became Although in the present study we did not determine the
immersed in the task of counting the numbers, and was source of Fm theta, previous studies showed that the ACC
also relaxed during the trial with Fm theta induction. is the source of Fm theta [1,17,28]. Those reports are in
Previous studies showed that mental task load decreased line with our hypothesis, taking account of the role of the
the mean IBI and increased the low frequency component ACC both in cognitive function and in autonomic control.
of HRV, presumably due to sympathetic activation reflect- On the other hand, other studies estimated the source of
ing mental stress [37,44–46]. In contrast, our subjects with Fm theta to prefrontal area [26] or various part of the
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anterior cingulate region of the medial prefrontal cortex of un-dorsolateral frontal cortex in both hemispheres [51]. It
anesthetized rats, Cereb. Cortex 9 (1999) 362–365.should be noted that localization of sources is difficult

[13] G.E. Crippa, S.J. Lewis, A.K. Johnson, F.M. Correa, Medial
using electrical techniques, and the results of these reports prefrontal cortex acetylcholine injection-induced hypotension: the
should be interpreted with a caution. There remains role of hindlimb vasodilation, J. Auton. Nerv. Syst. 79 (2000) 1–7.

[14] H.D. Critchley, D.R. Corfield, M.P. Chandler, C.J. Mathias, R.J.another possibility that Fm theta arises from other areas of
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